
Medi-Facials

BLEMISH PURIFYING

Teenage, adult acne aha-bha chemical physical exfoliation and retinol

1 hour $165

 

ADVANCED ANTI-AGING RETINOL ENZYME

Ultimate anti-aging infusion to re-set cellular function.

1 hour $165

 

BRIGHTENING PIGMENTATION CORRECTOR

Nicinaminde and ascorbic acid infusion to pack a punch on hormonal or

sun damaged skin.

1 hour $165

 

BARRIER REPAIR HYDRATION

Protein building, nicinaminde probiotics and marine peptides create the

ultimate anti-inflammatory soothing cocktail.

1 hour $165

 

HYDRADERMIE YOUTH

This exclusive treatment helps to restore youthful beautiful skin using the

unique galvanic effect of the hyradermie machine. Allowing rapid

absorption of a cocktail of vitamins peptides and active ingredients into

the skin depending on the concern. Brightening, purifying, dehydration,

fine lines, sensitivity. Ending with a relaxing massage and super

hydration for luminous skin.

1 hour $190

 

HYDRADERMIE LIFT

Ultimate muscle stimulation. Using unique modulated current that use a

lymphatic technique before stimulating and lifting your muscles leaving

skin visibly tighter and firmer. A personalized blend of vitamin and active

ingredients is then infused and massaged in before a super hydration to

leave you tighter smoother and hydrated.

1 hour $190

 

 

 

Luxe Facials

THE SOL SKIN SIGNATURE ROSE QUARTZ FACIAL

The ultimate combination of performance and luxury. Targeting firmness,

lines and wrinkles, we use active ingredients with a nurturing infusion of

pure rose oils, crushed quartz and crystal essences. We rebalance your

heart Chakra by placing a Rose Quartz Crystal on your heart – which will

bring you a deep sense of love and harmony. A healing journey of self-love

with results. This facial is pregnancy-friendly.

1 hour $165

 

THE SOL SKIN SIGNATURE BOOST

A luxurious deep clean, exfoliation, strong vitamin-c boost and cellular

complex hydration hit. A decadent face and décolletage massage to follow.

Relaxing and effective, leaving you feeling brighter, smoother and

hydrated. Brightening, Plumping and Hydrating. This facial is pregnancy-

friendly.

40 mins $99 (express – no massage)

1 hour $165

 

THE BOTANICAL DETOX

To treat dull, tired skin. A natural and luxurious facial that fights polluted,

stressed or intensely fatigued skin. A re-oxygenating massage removes

toxins and improves cellular respiration allowing skin to breathe again

and a botanical barrier mask will restore your radiance.

1 hour $150

 

 

 


